Molecular markers for reinforcement of histological subclassification of neuroendocrine lung tumors.
The degree of malignancy of neuroendocrine lung tumors (NEs) increases in this order: from typical carcinoids (TCs) through atypical carcinoids (ACs) to large cell neuroendocrine carcinomas (LCNECs) and small cell lung carcinomas (SCLCs). However, histological classification has sometimes proved difficult. We here investigated loss of heterozygosity (LOH) using eight microsatellite markers and expression of p53, Bcl-2 and Bax proteins using immunohistochemical methods in 57 NEs (19 TCs, 5 ACs, 14 LCNECs and 19 SCLCs), looking for objective genetic markers to distinguish between subtypes. The frequencies of LOHs on D3S1300, RBi2 and TP53, the combinations of LOH status for RBi2 and TP53, and the immunohistochemically demonstrated Bcl-2/Bax ratios and p53-positive rates significantly differed among histopathologically diagnosed NEs. Differentiation between TC and AC was possible with reference to LOH on D3S1300, RBi2 and TP53, and the combined LOH status on RBi2 and TP53 (i.e., both LOH(-) versus one LOH(+)). For comparison between AC and LCNEC + SCLC, LOH on TP53 or the combination of two markers--one LOH(+) versus both LOH(+)--was applied. Furthermore, in three discordant cases of diagnoses based on histology and LOH markers, diagnoses using the latter were considered to be more probable by survival analysis. The present study indicated that assessment of LOHs using microsatellite markers could provide objective markers that can distinguish subtypes of NEs, for which histological assessment may commonly result in disagreement.